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16) Explanation of the Merit from Generating the Bodhi Mind (continued) 

[Translator's Note: This section is extracted from the FlowerAdommt?nt (Avatavisaka) Sutra. ] 

Dharma Wisdom continued, "This person's merit, when compared to the merit of 
the Bodhisattva who has initially generated the bodhi mind, does not amount to 

even a hundredth part, does not amount to a thousandth part, does not amount to a 
hundred-thousandth part. Similarly, it does not amount to one part in a koti, does 
not amount to one part in a hundred kotis, to one part in one thousand kofis, to one 
part in one hundred thousand kotis, to one part in a nayuta of kotis, to one part in a 
hundred nayuta of ko~is, to one part in a thousand nayuta of kotis, to one part in a 

hundred thousand nayuta of kotis, to one part in a million nayuta of kotis ..." and so 
forth until we come to "not amounting to even a single upani$ad> fracti0n.l 

"Son of the Buddha. Moreover, one may simply set aside this analogy. If instead 

there were a person who utilized all forms of happiness-providing phenomena to 
make offerings to all of the beings in an asavikhyeya3 of worlds in each of the ten 
directions and did so for a hundred kalpas and then afterwards instructed them and 
influenced them to cultivate the path of the ten wholesome karmic  action^,^ per- 
forming this sort of offering for a thousand kalpas-and if he then instructed beings, 
influencing them to abide in the four dhyrnas, doing so for a period of a hundred 
thousand kalpas-and if he then instructed beings, influencing them to abide in the 
four limitless minds, doing so for a period of a koti of kalpas-and if he then in- 
structed beings, influencing them to abide in the four formless absorptions, doing so 
for a period of a hundred koiis of kalpas-and if he then instructed beings, influenc- 
ing them to abide in the fruit of the srota-~~panna,~ doing so for a period of a thou- 
sand kotis of kalpas-and if he then instructed beings, influencing them to abide in 
the fruit of the sak.rddgdmin,' doing so for a period of a hundred-thousand kotis of 
kalpas-and if he then instructed beings, influencing them to abide in the fruit of 
the andgamin,' doing so for a period of a nayuta of kofis of kalpas-and if he then 
instructed beings, influencing them to abide in the fruit of the arhat, doing so for a 
period of a hundred-thousand nayutas of kotis of kalpas-and if he then instructed 
beings, influencing them to abide in the path of a pratyekabuddha-would this 
persons's merit be abundant, or not?" 

~ a k r a  Devangm Indra replied, "Only the Buddha would be able to know the 



extent of this person's merit." 

Dharma Wisdom Bodhisattva then said, "This person's merit, when compared to 
the merit of the bodhisattva who has initially generated the bodhi mind, does not 
amount to even a hundredth part and so forth until we come to does not even amount 
to an upani,rad? fraction. Why is this the case? 

"When all of the Buddhas first generate the [bodhi] mind, they do not generate the 

bodhi mind solely for the sake of utilizing all forms of happiness-providing phenomena 
in the making of offerings to all of the beings in ten asanikhyeyas of worlds in the ten 
directions for a period of one hundred kalpas, and so forth until we come to a hundred- 
thousand nayutas of Rotis of kalpas. 

"Nor do they generate the bodhi mind solely for the sake of teaching any given 
number of beings and influencing them to cultivate the five precepts or the path of the 

ten wholesome karmic deeds, or for the sake of teaching them to abide in the four 
dhyiinas, in the four immeasurables, in the four formless absorptions, or for the sake of 
teaching them to gain the fruit of the srota-apanna, the fruit of the sak.rddgdmin, the 
fruit of the dncigamin, the fruit of the arhat, or the path-[result] of a pratyekabuddha. 

"When they generate the unsurpassed bodhi mind, it is for the sake of preventing 
the lineage of the Thus Come Ones from being cut off. It is for the sake of their being 

able to fill up and pervade all worlds. I t  is for the sake of liberating the beings in all 
worlds. It  is for the sake of utterly knowing the creation and destruction of all worlds. 
It is for the sake of utterly knowing the defilement and purity of the beings in all 
worlds. I t  is for the sake of utterly knowing the purity of the inherent nature of all 
worlds. I t  is for the sake of utterly knowing the pleasures, afflictions, and habitual 

propensities of the minds of all beings. It is for the sake of utterly knowing in regard to 

all beings their meeting death in this place and their arising to birth in that place. It is 
for the sake of utterly knowing with regard to all beings their faculties and the appro- 
priate corresponding skillful means. It is for the sake of utterly knowing with regard to 
all beings the activity occurring in their minds. I t  is for the sake of utterly knowing 
with regard to all beings the knowledges relating to the three periods of time. And it is 

for the sake of utterly knowing the uniformity inhering in the mind state of all Buddhas. 

When comparing with the Taisho sutra text, it is apparent that both WB and XZ abbreviate out four 
comparisons, XZ adds an extra ko~is (E) on the end which I drop in this translation, and both WE3 and 
XZ add in an extra phrase: ~~jj$&{@Efi ("...one part in a million nayuta of kotis." which 1 do 
translate here. 

Now as regards these Sanskrit number categories, see the following: 

- 
minuteness in Sanskrit numerology and is a measure of subatomic minuteness "bordering on emptiness" 
which at its very largest would appear to be represented, as a trillionth part of a trillionth part of a hair 
(sic). This would appear to involve, in decimal-fraction terms a "one" placed twenty-five positions to the 
right of the decimal? 

A nayuta is a numeral explained variously as "one hundred thousand," "one million," or "ten million." 
( T h  according to Soothill.) A k0.tt-s is aho explained variously as "one hundred thousand," "one million," 
or "ten million." (This ah0 according to Soothill.) As for an uponijpd, it is the most extreme measure of 

The recipe is arrived at as follows: Firsr one takes a hair and chops it into a hundred parts. Then one 
takes one of those hundred parts and chops it into ten billion parts. (We're now at a trillionth part of a 
hair.) Next, divide one of those parts to the same degree once again until you arrive at a particle 
(Continued on page 34) 
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